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REPORT TO COUNCIL 

Report Number: CS-003-2020 

Department: Community Services (Planning & Development) 

Meeting Date: June 8th, 2020 

Subject: Proposed New Sign By-law  

RECOMMENDATION: 

Be It Resolved, that Council of Township of Clearview hereby: 

1) Receive report CS-003-2020 from the Director of Community Services 

regarding a New Sign By-law; and further, 

2) Direct Staff to hold a public meeting for a Proposed New Sign By-law. 

BACKGROUND: 

Subject Lands 

The proposed by-law impacts the entire Township. 

The Proposal 

The current Sign By-law for the Township was passed on September 15th, 2008.  
Although the existing By-law has served the municipality reasonably well these many 

years, there are new technologies in signage; we are experiencing more developer 
signage than ever before; and, the existing by-law could be simplified by reducing 
duplication and clarifying some provisions.  The By-law will help reduce sign pollution 

and unsafe signs. 

The following adjustments and additions are proposed for consideration: 

1) It is proposed that a simple Sign Permit be obtained for all signage.  Where 
the Ontario Building Code requires a permit, this will also still be required. 

2) Removing the general regulations that are repeated within the schedules and 

added them to the general provisions section removing the duplicity. 

3) In some provisions the by-law referenced setbacks but didn’t provide the 

actual number.  This has been fixed. 
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4) In some cases, the imperial and metric conversion was incorrect.  This has 
been fixed. 

5) Added a definition and regulations for digital signs. 

6) Propose to allow digital signs for institutional uses only to prevent the 

proliferation of these signs in the municipality.  Also added provisions for size, 
light intensity and during of message to prevent flashing messages. 

7) Restricted billboard signs to Agricultural and Rural properties fronting on 

County and Provincial roads and propose the setbacks to other billboard signs 
being 2000 metres. 

8) Added a 100 m separation for billboards to any residential lot and any 
residential dwelling. 

9) Altering the provisions for real estate signs.  The current By-law restricted a 

property to two single sided or one double sided sign.  The proposed By-law 
allows one single- or double-sided sign for every 30 m of frontage.  A 

maximum sign size was also added being 0.5 m2 for residential and 3 m2 for 
other properties. 

10) The provisions for real estate developer signs have been updated to better 

reflect todays requirements.  For instance, there were no provisions for a real 
estate developer sign unless the property had a model home located on it.  

The proposal will allow developers to add signage on their vacant property.  
They cannot, however, also have a third party billboard sign and their 

development signage on the lands.  They have to install proper signage and 
cannot use a truck body (which is a current requirement). 

11) Added proposed provisions restricting backlit plastic sign box type signs in 

the Historic downtown core of Stayner and Creemore. 

12) Adjusted the provisions for awning signs to ensure that the awnings are more 

traditional slope type as opposed to bubble or box awnings. 

13) Clarified the provisions for ground signs, which the by-law currently says are 
to be 100 metres from any property zoned residential, meaning that most 

ground signs in the settlements are not legal.  This was clarified to the setback 
being along the street line, rather than the rear lot line and provide setbacks 

of 7.62 m (25 feet) to residential properties. 

14) Added definitions and regulations for wire/picket signs, flags used as signs 
and tear drop flag signs. 

15) Restricted mobile signs to outside of settlement areas to address some of the 
clutter sign issues and that these signs in settlement areas tend to be located 

in parking spaces and other unacceptable locations.  A-frame signs and 
banners can be used in their place and are less likely to be put into required 
parking spaces. 

16) It is proposed that floating balloon type advertisements not be permitted.  
The Township has worked hard to improve the look of the community through 

such initiatives and the Community Improvement Plan, architectural control, 
site plan control and By-law Enforcement.  These balloon type advertising 
overpowers the streetscape and takes away from the small town character of 

Clearview. 
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17) A-frame signs were changed to permit one sign per business as opposed to 
per lot as in many cases there is more than one business on a property.  A 

separation distance of 1.5 m to any other a-frame sign was added. 

18) Some minor policies were added for election signs, most of which are already 

regulated by the Elections Sign Act, 2000. 

19) A process for sign variance was added.  This was not included in the current 
By-law, although there was reference to applying for a variance in Creemore 

to the Sign Variance Committee.  This was changed to Council, and that the 
Creemore BIA would be given notice of any application for variance in the BIA 

area. 

20) Sign By-laws are retroactive.  This allows for the municipality to consider 
bringing some signs into compliance over time such as billboards.  The 

enforcement of the By-law is at the discretion of the municipality. 

COMMENTS AND ANALYSIS: 

Clearview Township Official Plan (2001) 

The Official Plan includes all sorts of policies related to protecting the character of 

Clearview.  We have architectural standards, provisions for landscape design and 

aesthetics.  We have invested in a Community Improvement Plan to improve the look 

of our buildings; site plan commercial developments to ensure they are attractive 

and fit into our character; and, initiated proactive By-law enforcement to clean up 

our neighbourhoods and landscape.  We are working toward improving the 

community for our existing and future residents and to encourage investment in 

businesses for jobs and tourism to support our retail, restaurant and accommodation 

businesses.  With all that the Township is working toward, the regulation of signage 

needs to be consistent with this intent to protect character and keep Clearview 

beautiful. 

Section 11.2.7 “Sign By-laws” of the Official Plan states that: “Pursuant to the 

Municipal Act, Council may enact a sign by-law to control the visual impact of 

advertising and sign design and/or the placement of signs on heritage resources. 

Where a sign by-law is in effect, the approval of Council shall be required before any 

sign is erected or altered.” 

As identified above, the visual impact of signage is very important to the overall 

community. 

Some other policies that give a sense of the need to ensure the enhancement of our 

natural and cultural heritage are identified in Section 2.2.7 “Community Identity” of 

the Official Plan, some of the sections stating: 

“It is a primary objective of the Plan to ensure that the governing principle in the 

consideration of future development applications is the maintenance and 

enhancement of those cultural and natural heritage systems and resources that 

provide Clearview’s communities, including its agricultural community, with their 
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identity. Accordingly, decisions regarding future development shall maintain 

consistency with the following development principles: 

2.  Preservation of the Township’s archeological and cultural (including 

architectural) heritage resources. 

3.  Maintaining a built-form which complements and enhances the natural and 

cultural heritage (including architectural) features and resources which 

provide each area of human settlement, particularly the historic communities of 

Creemore and Stayner, with their unique sense of identity. It is expected, that 

the form of new development, including the design of new subdivisions and 

buildings, may vary from community to community in maintaining consistency 

with established streetscapes, road patterns, local architecture, etc. 

7.  Facilitating, as far as possible, a harmonized interface between residential, 

commercial and industrial development, and site/subdivision design and/or 

ensuring that the built-form of new development is consistent with the 

host community’s natural and cultural heritage features and resources. 

8.  Facilitating a land use pattern which promotes social interaction and social 

conscience and makes lifestyle considerations a priority (ie. people scaled 

development/walkable communities/clean environment). 

9.  Preservation of the agricultural industry and the maintenance of Clearview’s 

predominantly agricultural landscape. In this regard, it is a priority of this 

Plan to prevent the encroachment of incompatible land uses and to maintain 

agriculturally productive lands within economically viable farm units by 

preventing their fragmentation. 

10.  Establishing a tourism strategy which preserves and enhances the 

Township’s natural and historical features and attractions and ensures a 

built-form which complements those features and attractions.” (emphasis 

added) 

Further, Section 8.1 “General Development Policies” of the Official Plan states: 

“To ensure orderly, financially sound, environmentally responsible and aesthetically 

pleasing development, Clearview has been divided into twelve (12) land use 

classifications in this way separating activities having conflicting requirements and 

functions. It is the intent of this Official Plan that all development in the Township 

occurs in accordance with the policies of these land use designations. Furthermore, 

this Plan intends that Council ensure: 

·  that all by-laws passed shall conform with the intent of this Plan,…” 

(emphasis added) 

Under Section 8.12.3 “Design Guidelines, Single Site Design, Aesthetics” the Official 

Plan provides the following policies related to signage: 
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“33) Provide a uniform height and location of fascia signs on multiple-tenancy 

buildings in order to portray a unified image. 

34) Use signage to promote a particular image in neighborhoods with a distinctive 

character. Ensure that mature landscaping and signage work in harmony with 

each other.” 

One of the objectives of Section 10 “Community Improvement Policies” of the Official 

Plan is to: “To improve and upgrade Clearview’s living environment by improving 

and enhancing the visual and environmental characteristics of the Township (i.e. 

the aesthetic quality of the municipality.” (emphasis added) 

The Official Plan promotes a high standard of visual appeal and a clean and clear 

landscape.  The Sign By-law should be designed such that it works toward achieving 

the policies of the Official Plan. 

CLEARVIEW STRATEGIC PLAN: 

Item 1.8 of the Strategic Plan is to “Explore and implement downtown beautification 

opportunities”. 

Item 3.2 of the Strategic Plan is to “Develop and implement policies that focus on 

small business attraction, development and support.” 

The draft Sign By-law aligns with the goals of the Strategic Plan. 

COMMUNICATION PLAN: 

Should Council authorize a public meeting, notice will be provided in the local 

newspapers and by social media and sign boards. 

FINANCIAL IMPACT: 

Other than the public notice expenses, this proposal has no financial impact on the 

municipality. 

REPORT SCHEDULES: 

A. Sign By-law presentation 

B. Draft Sign By-law 

PREPARED BY: 

 

Mara Burton, MCIP, RPP 

Director of Community Services  

REVIEWED BY: 

 

 

Stephen W. Sage, CAO 


